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the Eternal value             of Design
Throughout our history, Ideal Standard has shaped the future of bathroom 
design by working closely with the Master Designers of their era, elevating us 
into the culture of design and leaving a rich heritage of drawings and design 
archives. Our partnership with Palomba Serafini Associati is our latest colla-
boration with a modern day master of design. Developed to realise any vision 
and compliment any composition, these collections will evolve and grow 
over time, encompassing Heritage, Modern and Future designs.
 
Everything is considered: heritage informs our future, form follows function, 
design is vital, craft is essential, experience is everything and quality is second 
to none. Together we work to create a seamless connection between fun-
ctional perfection and aesthetic beauty. 
 
This is what we call the Eternal Value of Design.
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In the 1970s, Ideal Standard teamed up with Italian Master Designer, Achille 
Castiglioni, to create what was then known as the breakthrough architectural 
design in the bathroom area - and propelled the bathroom from a functional 
space into a living space the way we know it today. 

When done right, a well-designed project completely transcends it’s function 
and becomes timless. Some of Ideal Standard’s designs, created by Italian 
icons such as Ponti and Castiglioni are perfect testimonies of this principle. 
I am honored to follow in the footsteps of these Italian Masters and support 
Ideal Standard’s continued journey to design and develop innovations that 
will once again redefine not only bathroom design, but design in general.”

As society continues to evolve at incredible speeds, Ideal Standard is buil-
ding on this unique heritage, challenging itself and its designers to once again 
imagine what’s next. To take technological innovations and design to the next 
level. We are at the start of an exciting journey. Simplicity begins in tradition 

– and ends in innovation.

Ideal Standard is so much more than one of the world’s leading manufactu-
rers of bathroom products and solutions. We see ourselves as part of the 
community of architects and designers in the process of creation. In shaping 
the evolution of modern life.  For over 100 years, we’ve followed a mission of 
Innovation and Design. We lead innovation with new shapes, new materials, 
colours and function, all with the needs of our customers in mind.  And throu-
ghout our history we’ve cooperated with the leading designers of their era. 
Master Designers that have the unique ability to capture the essence of the 
time and translate that into designs that accompany and shape the evolution 
of society. This essence of design is what we want to capture again.

Torsten Türling, 

CEO of Ideal Standard Group

Roberto Palomba, 

Chief Design Officer of Ideal Standard Group

A new era of Design
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ConcaT R A C I N G  O U R  P A S T ,  F O R G I N G  O U R  F U T U R E

Designed by Palomba Serafini
Associati, Conca’s philosophy
is informed by the functional
and aesthetic value of the
geometrical structure in
architecture, in design and in
the figurative arts.

The collection’s simplicity
draws its inspiration from
Ideal Standard collections of
the 1970s – the collection that
introduced considered design
to the world of the bathroom.
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“We wanted something
completely new, while
maintaining the emotions
that Ideal Standard evoked
with past generations.”

Roberto Palomba
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Conca is a contemporary interpretation of a design icon of the 
past. A prime example of combining deep geometric and sensual 
details with advanced manufacturing technologies to reach a new 
level of purity, unthinkable in the 1970s.

Conca — Vessel 100x45 cm

Check — Basin mixer
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When done right, a well designed
project completely
transcends its function and
becomes timeless. 
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Simplicity is about removing the unnecessary and 
focusing on the essential. Every angle of Blend 
has been carefully considered to deliver absolute 
design purity. 

Blend Conca — Vessel 60x45 cm

Joy — High spout faucet

S I M P L E  I S  B E A U T I F U L 
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Our Ipalyss collection goes beyond beauty 
delivered through ultra-thin ceramics 
and colour. In combination with our coloured 
faucets, furniture and accessories powerful 
and personal compositions, previously 
unimaginable, are now possible. 

Ipalyss
C H A L L E N G I N G  C O N V E N T I O N ,  R E D E F I N I N G  L I G H T N E S S
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The utopia of design is the creation of a unique 
environment manifested through 
a strong visual statement. The perfect synergy 
between shape, material and colour.   
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Supporting your
        Vision

Ipalyss — Vessel 65x38 cm

Ipalyss — Oval 60x38 cm

Ipalyss — Vessel 55x38 cm

Ipalyss — Vessel 80x38 cm

Ipalyss — Vessel 55 x 38 cm

Through considered design we strive to achieve 
a level of simplicity that is creating the perfect 
palette of emotion, functions and beauty.

Ipalyss — Round Ø40 cm
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Impossibly fine,
Effortlessly strong

Striving to achieve the most thin and 
precise designs in ceramics, Diamatec® 
was developed using a unique blend 
of alumina and chamotte. The result 
is a new material that allows designers 
to achieve the near impossible: highly 
complex and challenging designs with 
unprecedented strength and durability. 

D E V E L O P I N G  D I A M A T E C®
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The bathroom is where function and beauty 
collide. A place in daily use but also 
an expression of ourselves and our values.
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The design of our bathtubs epitomises how we 
fuse  materials, colours and style. 
Their timeless look enhances the sense of 
wellbeing in any environment. 
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Ipalyss — Vessel 55x38 cm
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Ten new ceramic colours – including 
Black Gloss, Slate Grey, Kashmir, Sage and 
Pomegranate – join White Gloss and White 
Silk to offer a complete palette that brings 
a sense of emotion to bathroom interiors. 
Some colours hark back to historical Ideal 
Standard designs but with a contemporary 
and elegant finish, while others are 
entirely new and have been designed to 
complement popular modern materials, 
such as marble and stone.

Ipalyss 55x38 cm  — Concrete Ipalyss 55x38 cm  — Kashmir

Ipalyss 55x38 cm  — Mink Ipalyss 55x38 cm  — Pomegranate 

Ipalyss 55x38 cm  — Nude 

    Colour  follows Emotions
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“The broader the palette, 
the greater the opportunity for self expression.”

Roberto Palomba
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Units

Our Conca furniture collection offers a wide choi-
ce of sizes, shapes, colours and finishes to create 
the perfect backdrop for any design composition 
while meeting the needs of daily life. 
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It is not enough to build products that function. 
Our role is to help visualize what is possible.
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Ipalyss + Connect AirIpalyss + Joy

Iplayss 55x38 cm — Sage

Green+Gold

Within the Ipalyss Collection are 
new tones to choose from, as well 

as historical tones updated for 
contemporary tastes. 

The ceramics colour palette 
partnered with our broad range of 
coloured fittings makes powerful 

combinations possible and provides 
an extensive choice for completing 

your composition. 
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Joy

Meet Joy Black
Iplayss 55x38 cm — Black Polished
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“The designer’s role is the expressive synthesis of many elements.
These elements must acknowledge and balance each other.
The goal is to think about the bathroom architecture in its entirety,
putting colours and materials at centre stage.”

Roberto Palomba
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Iplayss 55x38 cm — Black Matt

Iplayss 55x38 cm — Powder

“Colour inspires and gives freedom 
to create a unique environment.”

Roberto Palomba
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Red+Black

Iplayss 55x38 cm — Pomegranate
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A true statement piece. Elegant and sophisticated, 
the sculptured design of Around delivers 
an iconic aesthetic that creates an immediate  
focal point within any space. 

Around
F I N D  Y O U R  S H A D E ,  E X P R E S S  Y O U R  S T Y L E
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Together we positively 
impact the future of 
modern living. Together 
we think bigger. Together 
we establish the rules for 
considered design.
Together we bring emotion 
to functional perfection.
Together we form enduring 
partnerships. Together we 
meet the needs of all 
generations. Together we 
shape the future of the 
category we have defined.

Together for Better.
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